Protein engineering to create biologically active peptides: recombinant human rhinoviruses that display peptide sequences.
This paper describes the use of human rhinovirus to display peptides corresponding to biologically active sequences. While this system can be used to reconstruct essentially any biologically active sequence for which there is a corresponding ligand that can be used for its selection, we have focused on using this system to display immunogens from dangerous pathogens as a means to develop vaccines. Five mutagenesis approaches are illustrated as ways to generate functionally active moieties. The mutagenesis approaches illustrated can be employed with any of a large number of possible display vectors; however, human rhinovirus might be especially useful in cases where it will be important to derive the benefits of delivery by a live-virus approach. Examples are shown in which reconstruction of immunogens corresponding to the V3 loop of the gp120 glycoprotein of the human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) on the surface of rhinovirus has yielded apparently effective mimics of the HIV-1 immunogens (as measured by their ability to be neutralized by anti-HIV-1 antibodies as well as their ability to elicit the production of antibodies capable of neutralizing HIV-1 in cell culture). This system offers the opportunity to reconstruct functionally important moieties that derive from proteins or pathogens that are either too dangerous or difficult to isolate for use as vaccine preparations themselves.